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Child Development means Parent Development!  

A lecture series by Susanna Reynolds 

Come join us for a series of 5 explorative conversations that bring humor and insight to the 
multifaceted work of parenting. In this series we will look at pictures and "facts" of children's 
development stages. We will investigate the many ways these change our household and 
community life, as well as our inner life. By exploring the lay of the land, we can travel 
through it with more clarity. 

September 30, 2014: Inclusion and Polarities: Parenting the 7 and 8 year olds in 1st and 

2nd Grade. While children take up reading writing and 'rithmatic', parenting skills of 
separation, inclusion, and "seeing you child as having an independent world" are called upon. 
We must help our children weave their destiny as a soul among souls in family and 
community, through inclusive and polarizing behaviors. 

October 21, 2014: The 9 Year Change Takes Practice! In 3rd and 4th grades, as children 
separate out of the environment into an independent core, parents learn how to take 
themselves through fears and loss into a deepening sense of the sacred, where patience and 
tolerance create boundaries, stamina and discipline. By moving through the unknown and 
darkness in parenting, we support our children to have courage and stamina for life. 
Wonderful gifts are born! 

November 19, 2014: The Golden years of Childhood! In 5th and 6th , the 11 and 12 year 
olds are busy learners. As they master themselves in new capacities, they reach out to the 
stars and bring themselves into new self expression. We become guides as we learn to 
balance limitations and capacities. What does it mean to support your child's will to feel, 
and act out of their own strengths and limitations? 

January 13, 2015: Parents Provide and Protect: Living Life with out Crashing and Burning! 
This evening we will focus on how allowing childhood the space of rhythms, play, 
imagination, rest and activity nourish children into their bodies as a platform for a life of 
healthy development. As parents we can work with these forces. The Waldorf Kindergarten 
is a living example of support for the child to embody, and in this class we will look at how 
we make our parenting and home life nourish us as we nourish our children. 
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March 3, 2015: Puberty: There's No Turning Back! The wild ride for our 13 and 14 year 
old children begins, so it is great to work with how to support our changing teens by 
stepping deeply into our own ego forces. We don't have to get on the roller coaster with 
them. As their strength and beauty explodes out of them, we can learn the counterbalancing 
forces. 

Susanna Reynolds is a humbled parent of three teen/young adults and has been softened and 
strengthened by living through the journey of parenting. She is the Director of Sound Circle Center's 
Parenting Programs as well as a practitioner of Sensory and Structural Integration with children and 
adults of all ages. 
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